
● RAA (Relation Aware Attention) calculates importance of nodes at graph level (RA) 
using self attention operator:

Final vector of scores is: RA = 𝝈 (RS+CS).
▪ Combines these attention scores to get final scores.: RR=𝝈(ɑ(LA+RA)+𝛃(LA×RA)).

▪ Finally, selects k nodes to form a coarser version of the graph using Top-k Sampling.

Motivations behind this work

Our Contributions

We propose a multi-attention network R2MAN 
which:
● includes our proposed R2POOL layer that forms 

the coarser version of the graph based on our 
proposed region based attention and relation 
aware attention layers.

● combines R2POOL layer with our attention - aware 
multi-level prediction mechanism to learn coarse 
to fine representations and restrict them to use 
only intermediate features weighted by the 
alignment scores.

● leverages the proposed branch training to learn 
importance of each level prediction.
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▪ Most of the existing graph pooling techniques for 
graph classification can’t handle long-range 
dependencies between nodes.
▪ On the other hand, the node's co-relations with 

other nodes are also important for a more 
expressive model.
▪ Further, the existing pooling approaches are either 

global (cannot preserve the structure) or 
hierarchical (maintain the hierarchical structure).
▪ Hierarchical pooling techniques use a single 

classifier at the end of hierarchical structure which 
is a cause of information squandering.

▪

Complete Architecture of R2MAN 

Architecture of R2POOL Layer

▪ RBA (Region Based Attention) 
which calculates importance of 
all nodes (LA) considering only 
their local region uses a single 
graph neural network layer.

▪ Compatibility scores (Cp) between each pth 
intermediate layer representations (Xp) and vector of 
final level graph (OP):

● Branch nets at each intermediate layer:

● Finally, branch training is used to get the final 
predictions (S

model
):

Graph Classification Results (Acc. and Std. Dev.)

t-SNE visualization (MUTAG dataset)Sensitivity Analysis

The best performance is achieved when embeddings are generated by 
complete model, R2MAN. Moreover, R2MAN-I and R2MAN-B are still 
performing better than other 2 baselines.

Sensitivity analysis of R2MAN with respect to various 
hyper-parameters . All the variations are as expected 
which shows the robustness of R2MAN.

Conclusion
In future, we would like to explore 
new methods for relations aware 
attention  scores of nodes i.e., the 
RAA module.

Hierarchical training strategy

Through various experiments, we show that R2MAN 
learns improved graph level embeddings with 
improved performance on many graph datasets. 

Future Direction Source Code and Contact
Source Code of R2MAN & datasets: 
https://github.com/manasviaggarwal/R
2MAN. Contact:  
manasvi.aggarwal@myntra.com

https://github.com/manasviaggarwal/R2MAN
https://github.com/manasviaggarwal/R2MAN

